serves resource managers and researchers, as
well as commercial and sport anglers (http:l/
www.calpoly.edul-bio/jstannar/).

Carrying out public policy
Nonpoint-source (NPS) pollution - the waste
that flows from myriad human activities rather
than a single, identifiable source - has become a
matter of increasing concern among legislators
and environmental agencies. In 1990, the federal
Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments
became law and with them a mandate to manage
coastal nonpoint-source pollution. NPS pollution
includes grease and oil washed off city streets
into storm drains, as well as sediment from erosion, heavy metals from marinas and fertilizers
and pesticides from farms. According to the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, agriculture is
the leading contributor to this type of pollution.
Leigh T. Johnson, marine advisor in San Diego County, serves an area where extensive urbanization looms over 23 coastal wetland areas
and coexists with a $1 billion agricultural
economy. In 1991, she and Valerie J. Mellano, environmental issues advisor for San Diego
County Cooperative Extension, obtained a
USDA grant to help agricultural producers, environmental groups and government agencies
reduce agricultural impacts on coastal water
quality.
“We explained to the farmers that they had an
opportunity to ‘get a seat at the table’ by being
part of the process,” Johnson recalls. “That was
new to them. They liked that.”
The advisors interviewed people representing
the three groups to identify issues, concerns and
needs for technical information. At two public
forums, the representatives began exploring possible solutions. Some were surprised to learn
that the area’s farmers were already using ”best
management practices,” such as drip irrigation
to reduce runoff and contamination from fertilizers and pesticides.
The process resulted in specific recommendations to address coastal water quality problems.
The effectiveness of the project prompted Farm
Bureaus in three neighboring counties to form a
joint NPS pollution management committee.
Johnson’s office also recently produced Sun Diego County Wetlands, which includes recommended practices to help growers minimize NPS
pollution from their farms. Mellano used it in
her follow-up education program on agricultural
best management practices.
Johnson’s work with groups having conflicting viewpoints follows the tradition of marine
continued on p. 26
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advisor emeritus John Richards, who in the 1980s
successfully mediated between the offshore oil
industry and commercial trawl fishers. Johnson
has also helped resolve conflict between the local
sea urchin fishery and a kelp processor and
worked with marinas to reduce pollution from
recreational boating (see page 24).

Charting the future
The Sea Grant Extension Program charts its
course to reflect broad input from those in marinedependent industries, resource-related agencies
and academia. Panels representing both the aquaculture and seafood industries, for instance, advise
Sea Grant on their research and extension needs.
The Resources Agency Sea Grant Advisory
Panel, consisting of representativesof the numerous state agencies that manage the affairs of
California’s 1,100-mile coast, also provides recommendations for Sea Grant on research and education needs.
Within the university, the advisors and specialists meet three or four times a year to discuss
ideas, plan collaboratively and update each other
on their progress. Program priorities are reviewed annually to address national, regional
and state priorities. The national goals currently
guiding Sea Grant’s vision emphasize economic
leadership, coastal ecosystem health, public
safety, education and human resources. How
these goals translate into specific programs in the
years ahead is difficult to predict.
Indications as to how these goals translate
into specific programs were brought into focus at
a recent major conference on California and the
”world ocean.” The conference - the largest in
30 years - identified a wide variety of high-priority issues affecting ocean and coastal management, including many that Sea Grant Extension
Program personnel are currently working on marine protected areas, innovative fisheries
management strategies, water quality education,
mariculture technical assistance and coastal economic development.
“While the specific challenges may be different, the need for similar processes to resolve
them is not,” Dewees says. ”The challenges of
coastal and ocean management can only be
achieved through communication, collaboration,
community involvement, scientific investigation
and effective implementation. The Sea Grant Extension Program will continue to be a critical link
in carrying out these processes to address the urgent needs of California’smarine environment.”
-John Stumbos
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